
K3 TRI-AXIAL
CATEGORYK-LEVEL

INTO THE 
WILD

V E N T U R E ®  -  P R O D U C T  B R O C H U R E



STRIDE 
CONTROL™

THE ULTIMATE FUSION

The front bumper provides comfort during walking,  
while the pocket limits the compression to engage the  

high-frequency composite keel during high activity. 

The rear bumper compresses at 
heel strike for cushioned comfort. 
The unique bullet shape provides 
controlled response for ground 
compliance. 

2-STAGE RESPONSE

*26cm model, including Enviroshell. **Low impact only. ***The listing of codes with these products should not be construed 
as a guarantee for coverage or payment. Ultimate responsibility for the coding of services/products rests with the individual 
practitioner. † Caucasian, Tan, Brown or Jet Black. 

TECHNICAL SPECS

CUSTOMIZABLE 
DESIGN

With only one pin to disassemble, the Venture requires minimal tools.

The Venture’s bumpers and bushings can 
be swapped out as needed to increase and 
decrease resistance for a perfect feel.  
The bumpers were redesigned using aircraft-
grade polymers for durability and longevity. 

Stride Control allows for precise, 
incremental gait adjustments without any 
disassembly. Easily fine-tune the feel of the 
foot, increasing comfort and function for 
the user. A simple turn of a 4mm hex key 
changes the preload in the system for more 
or less resistance. 

Adjusting the stride 
control up reduces 
heel resistance.

Adjusting Stride 
Control down will  
allow for a firmer  
heel respone.

COLLEGE PARK  
SHELLTREAD
Provides additional 
grip and durability to 
Enviroshell.

TRI-AXIAL 
TECHNOLOGY
True multi-axial movement occurs on all three 
planes - the sagittal, coronal and transverse. 
The Venture ankle brings the most anatomical 
movement in a prosthetic foot, providing  
superior ground compliance.

With a full length toe lever, the Venture provides a higher frequency dynamic 
response for more active users. Highly engineered bumpers and flexible 

Intelliweave® composites work together for ultimate progressive response.  
The tri-axial, custom built foot includes our exclusive Stride Control™  

feature for effortless fine-tuning without disassembly. 

FUNCTION MOUNTING SIZES IMPACT LVL WEIGHT LIMIT

Tri-Axial Endo (IP) 
Exo (ALX) 21-30 cm

21-24 cm 250 lbs  
(113 kg)

25-30cm 275 lbs** 
(125 kg)

CLEARANCE WEIGHT* WTY L-CODE***  ENVIROSHELL†

2.5-2.7 in (IP) 
(6.4-6.9 cm)

5.0-5.2 in (ALX) 
(12.7-13.2 cm)

585g 3 years L5981 
L5986 narrow & wide

VENTURE
Read testimonials from users at 
www.IAmCollegePark.com

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

VENTURE 
BUMPER KIT

Provides a toolbox of 
options for  maintenance 

and to fine-tune the foot. 



800.728.7950 | 586.294.7950 |  www.college-park.com

College Park designs and manufactures a full line of anatomically correct, 
custom built lower limb prosthetic solutions. College Park is ISO 13485 

certified with an extensive focus on quality testing, and proudly sources and 
produces all products entirely in the USA.  With precise engineering and 
quality manufacturing, College Park is committed to innovating human  

locomotion solutions for users all over the world.

ISO 13485 
CERTIFIED

facebook.com/CollegeParkInd              youtube.com/CollegeParkInd             linkedin.com/company/College-Park-Industries
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